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Lean Six Sigma Started as Machine Focused…

 The goal: keep the machines running at

the same rate of orders arriving (takt)
 Easy to see problems!
(when the machine stops…) Results. Delivered.
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A Transactional Business is Different

 The goal: keep the people and their

technology working at the same rate of
orders arriving (takt)
 The People are the Machine!
Results. Delivered.
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Starting on the Back of a Napkin…

300 quotes/day
0.5 hrs/quote
65 people (FTE)

Results. Delivered.
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The “Magic Equation”
One team’s example…
FTE = V x ST
[Staff = Volume x Work Credit]
5

5 hours/day

 Staffing required is a product of:
– The Volume of work (e.g., 300 tasks per day)
– The Work Credit to do each (30 min per task)
– 300 tasks x 30 min/task / 60 min/hr = 150 hrs work/day
 Divided by 5* hours per paid 8-hour day of work
– 150 hours/day / 5 hours per person/day = 30 FTE
 Then compare to current staffing!
– The team’s initial staffing was 65 FTE…
Every team may have a different expectation of production hours per day,
considering vacation time, training, mentoring, and other supporting
activities that sustain an organization.
We find that 60-65% of paid time is a good estimate.

“Work Credit” accounts for the complexity of tasks.

Results. Delivered.
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ETP in Group Insurance Quoting
 Client: The Principal Financial Group®
 Business Area: Group Proposal Services
 Opportunity: Streamline the work to produce a

quote for Specialty Benefits and Health
products, align team structure and goals with
new processes, reorganize the department, and
sustain optimal performance

 Results:
– Process changes improved labor efficiency by 17%
– Performance management, data feedback, and
collaborative norms to allow associates to control
their own workflow resulted in additional gain of 24%
labor efficiency
– Reduced staffing through attrition by
27 FTEs over 2 years (from 65 to 38),
with impact of $1.2 million annually
Results. Delivered.
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Engaged Team Performance
ETP combines and aligns process and performance
with the customer’s needs to deliver transformational
results in driving a Lean Six Sigma Culture!
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Proactive Leadership	

Results. Delivered.
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A Great Combination…

Results. Delivered.
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The Principles are the Same…
 Deliver value for customers
 Reduce waste and defects
 Achieve continuous flow
 Pull (assign) work when ready to do it,






as close to immediately as possible
Enhance equipment reliability
Focus on continuous improvement
Strive for perfection in performance
With an engaged team of people
At minimum cost
Results. Delivered.
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But the Approach is Now More People-Focused
Transformational Change:
ETP is most effective when:

ETP Steps:

•

1.
2.

•

•

A division or departmental
team of people produces a
set of regular outputs for
customers
People who actually
do the work can be
included in the
design process
Leadership is willing to
completely transform
processes, measures, goals,
collaborative norms, work
areas, organization structure

* Results = Quality of Solution x Acceptance

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Commit to Change
Measure and Analyze
the Process
Streamline the Work
Make the Work and
Data Visible
Organize the Team
Set Team Goals
Lead the Transition
Sustain Engaged
Team Performance
Results. Delivered.
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Key Concepts of ETP
ETP aligns processes, measures, goals, norms,
standards, and organization with customer needs.

Engaged
Team

Team
Goals

Visible Work
and Data

Streamlined
Process

Proactive
Leadership

Collaborative Norms
and Individual
Standards

Supporting
Infrastructure,
Organization,
and Information
Systems

Customer Needs
Known, Aligned
to Goals, and Met

Performance!
Results. Delivered.
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A CEO’s Vision: Become “EZB”
Committing to Change
EZB means “easier to
do business with us” for
our customers.
The EZB strategy at
Principal Bank included
establishing capable
processes and driving
strong performance -using Engaged Team
Performance (ETP)
concepts to change both
culture and results.

The “EZB War Room”

Results. Delivered.
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First, Streamline the Process
 Safe Harbor accounts:
– Roll from retirement plans when a person/group leaves
– Remain with the Bank until participant decides to distribute
(either as income or roll into an IRA, etc.)

Prep the Form
for Imaging

Person 3

Receive the
Distribution Form

Person 2

Person 1

 The distribution process in January, 2010:
Identify the
Customer
(CIP)

Image and Index
the Form

 Cycle time: 8 days

Person 4

(downtown)

Do the
Distribution

Results. Delivered.
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New SAFO Distribution Process

Receive the Form,
Do CIP and Distribution
at Same Time, then
Immediately Prep the
Form for Imaging

Person 2

Person 1

 Streamlined process in May, 2010:

Image the Form
(downtown)

 Cycle time: 1 day (end of next day)
 Required:
– Cross-training of CIP and Distribution tasks
– Piloting to prove cycle time reduction, enabling
removal of up-front imaging
– Disciplined execution to stay
under 2 day queues

Results. Delivered.
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Visible Data and Visual Work

 Visible work
 Visual data and controls
 A means to evaluate performance
– Fair and accurate

Results. Delivered.
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Classic Pull (Manufacturing)
 Push: Made to forecast, hope the

forecast is right

Product “pushed” to Customers

 Pull: Made to order
Product is “pulled” by
customer demand

Results. Delivered.
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Transactional Pull
 Push: Assignment of work to each

individual in a “fair” (equal) way
–
–

Phone calls sent to person who has been
available the longest
Transactions assigned as they arrive, in a
“round robin” distribution to individuals

 Push results in people pacing themselves!
 Pull: Have employees “get next” task one

at a time as they are available
–
–

Workflow systems are designed to do this
Actually works well manually too

 Pull results in efficient production when

supported by controls and team goals!

Results. Delivered.
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Daily Visual Data
Visual Data:
Gives team
members
“real-time”
information
about
available,
incoming,
and
completion
volumes,
including
electronic
queues
Visual Work: team members see the
whole pile of “available” work!
Results. Delivered.
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Around the Whiteboard and the Work
Visual, tactile, spatial, and audible:
 Huddles – stand-up meeting around the
whiteboard
 “Standards” for each “units of work”
 Self-estimate and collaborate on workflow
 Resource availability, PTO, and priorities
 Real-time success report and next
assignment
 Immediate customer feedback
Results. Delivered.
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Trend Data: Incoming Work

Trend charts give leaders and team
members information about available,
incoming and completion volumes

Results. Delivered.
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Efficiency Tracking Example

Overhead Gap
Admin/Personal Gap
Production Gap

Initial deployment of efficiency
charts had substantial gaps
Results. Delivered.
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Performance Improvement Trends
25 FTE
14 FTE

Mature efficiency charts with significant
gap and FTE reduction over time

Results. Delivered.
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Priceless…!
During a tour in 2008, a leader explained how ETP feels:
	


“Well, you might think this is a bad thing, but I spend a half-hour every
morning to make sure the metrics are posted and the team sees them.
We have a team huddle to discuss the current status, yesterday’s
performance, and any special situations.”	

Heads nodded. One person commented, “Yeah, we’d never have the
extra time to do that data work.” Just for a moment, I was worried.	

But then the tour guide / leader said, “And after that, I don’t have to do
anything special to make sure the work gets done. I don’t have to check
to make sure people are working. I don’t have to move resources
around. I don’t have to baby-sit anything or anybody. The team takes
care of the work. You know me, and I know what you have to deal with
in your department, because I used to work with you. The difference is
that I spend a half-hour on the metrics and then I get to be proactive all
day. I get to spend the day doing my job, interacting with our
customers and developing people.” 	

Wow. 	

Results. Delivered.
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Other Questions?
Presenters:
Sarah Brethouwer
641-780-4020 (mobile)
sbrethouwer@implementationpartners.com
Dodd Starbird
303-809-5054 (mobile)
dodd@implementationpartners.com
Websites:
www.implementationpartners.com
www.engagedteamperformance.com
Results. Delivered.
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